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Biological context
The adaptive immune response is our ability to produce
up to 2.1012 different immunoglobulins (IG) or antibod-
ies and T cell receptors (TR) per individual to fight
pathogens. IMGT®, the international ImMunoGeneTics in-
formation system®, was created in 1989 in Montpellier,
France (CNRS and Montpellier University) to manage the
huge and complex diversity of these antigen receptors [1-2],
and is at the origin of immunoinformatics, a science at the
interface between immunogenetics and bioinformatics [2].

1- V-Domain combinatorial diversity

2- V-Domain junctional diversity
• V-D-J and V-J rearrangements in bone marrow.

Enzymes: exonuclease (deletion of nucleotides (nt)).
TdT (addition of nt) → N-REGION (N1, N2).

3- V-Domain mutational diversity
• Somatic mutations in B cells of lymph nodes and spleen.
Enzyme: AICDA (activation induced cytidine deaminase).

Standardized description
2 types of nucleotide mutations can be distinguished:
transition (i) and transversion (e, v)

At the codon level, the consequence of the nucleotide
mutation can be:

Expected R (AA change) and S (no AA change):

IMGT ‘Physicochemical’ classes of the 20 common AA:

IMGT/HighV-QUEST for NGS analysis
IMGT/HighV-QUEST [3-6], the first web portal for
next generation sequencing (NGS) analysis of IG and TR,
provides the identification of the variable (V), diversity (D)
and joining (J) genes and alleles, analysis of the V-(D)-J
junction and characterization of the ‘IMGT clonotype (AA)’
(AA for amino acid).

It describes the V-REGION mutations and determines the
hotspot positions in the closest germline V gene.

Statistical procedure

‘IMGTStatMutation’ R package
‘IMGTStatMutation’ is an R package for statistical analysis
of somatic mutations in IG V-REGION from IMGT/HighV-
QUEST output.
It includes a procedure to visualize mutations, calculate and
detect significant differences between observed and expected
number of AA changes (R) in FR-IMGT and CDR-IMGT.
‘IMGTStatMutation’ incorporates a userfriendly web inter-
face, allowing use of the IMGT/StatMutation tool, in users’
own browser.

IMGT/StatMutation web tool
IMGT/StatMutation is an IMGT® [1] tool for statistical anal-
ysis of somatic mutations from IMGT/HighV-QUEST out-
put [3-6]. IMGT/StatMutation uses a statistical procedure
for detecting significant differences in observed and expected
number of AA changes (R) in FR-IMGT and CDR-IMGT.
It uses the IMGT gene and allele nomenclature based on
IMGT-ONTOLOGY [7] and IMGT standards in immunoin-
formatics [2]. IMGT/StatMutation is a user-friendly web
interface in users’ own browser.

IMGT/StatMutation web interface

Nucleotide mutation types

Replacement(R)andSilence(S)occurrences

R and S analysis results

Example sequence ID: G9YJURD01DCCKY
Results for CDR-IMGT

Results for FR-IMGT

Conclusion
IMGT/StatMutation answers the need for somatic muta-
tions statistical analysis from IMGT/HighV-QUEST out-
put of high throughput IG repertoire. It provides a stan-
dardized study of mutations and AA changes which are of
prime importance for the specificity and affinity of antibod-
ies during protective (vaccination, cancers and infections)
or pathogenic (autoimmunity and lymphoproliferative disor-
ders) immune responses.
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